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BSNews
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1992
IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS
Cornmarket Heating & Plumbing
Ltd - Deficit Over £200,000
IRISH LIFE GOES USER FRIENDLY
The Irish Life Centre in Dublin's Lower Abbey Street became Ireland's
first "environmentally-green" development recently when the Minister for
The environment, Mr Michael Smith TO, officially switched on the first air
conditioning plant in Europe to be made CFC-free. Picture shows the
Minister, Mr Smith with Larry Kane, Chief Executive, Irish Estates
(Management) Ltd and Sean McCarthy, Managing Director SMC Air
Conditioning Ltd.
ABBlYork
Link Up
discussion on the matter
ensued for approximately
half an hour before this
second nomination was
withdrawn. Partick
Mehigan was then
appointed liqUidator.
Among the points to emerge
at the meeting was that the
deficit was incurred in the
last 12 months or so. The
last audited accounts for
the company were to June
1991 and they showed a
profit of approximately
£10,000 according to
information presented to
the meeting.
No single reason was given
for the company's ill-
fortunes though an
investment of over
£120,000 on new
showrooms is believed to
have been a prime
contributory factor.
York has appointed ABB
Environmental Control Ltd
agents for York air-cooled
and water-cooled chillers
throughout Ireland. This
agreement continues a
historic working
partnership between the
two companies that has
already proved highly-
successful in other
European countries.
ABB Environmental
Control Ltd will provide full
technical and sales support
for all the aforementioned
York products. Managing
Director Sean Smith can be
contacted for more detailed
information.
was not owned by the firm
itself and, as BSNews went
to press, we could not
determine who does own
the property.
The creditors meeting in the
Imperial Hotel on 30 July
was quite a stormy affair
with upwards of 60 people
in attendance. The
principal of Cornmarket
Heating and Plumbing Ltd
was subjected to some
questioning from the floor
and there was a further
nomination for the position
of liqUidator other than that
put forward by the company
itself.
Subsequent voting and
from a high of nearly
£60,000 to a low of £60 but,
in the main, represent
significant amounts.
The knock-on effect for the
entire building seIVices
sector - given the cross-
section of suppliers affected
- could have further
repercussions for "money
flow" within the industry
The fmal deficit figure relies
on the debtors value
realising £185,418. Office
equipment worth £3,200 is
the only other asset listed
alongside debtors and
stock.
Apparently, the premises
occupied by the company
As we went to press it w;ls
apparent that the 100 plus
unsecured creditors of
C arket Heating and
bing Ltd (in
liquidation) stood little or no
chance of being paid in full
for the amounts owed to
them. The deficit for
unsecured creditors stands
at £206,510, and that does
not take account of the
costs, expenses and fees of
the liquidation.
The only bright spot in an
otherwise depressing
scenario is that those who
can prove retention of title
claims do at least stand
some chance of salvaging
something from the
collapse. The Statement of
Affairs as at 30 July, 1992,
tock values under the
"i\.", ets" column as
£176,000 and this, in the
absence of information to
the contrary, suggests that
some product will be
returned to suppliers.
At the time of writing the
liquidator, Partick Mehigan
of Russell Mehigan in Cork,
was unavailable for
comment but whatever
stage the liqUidation
process is at, the fall-out for
suppliers within the
building seIVices sector is
serious.
A glance through the list of
unsecured creditors reads
like a "who's who?" of the
industry - unsecured
creditors being owed a total
of £486,545. These range
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M y s o N s u
p A L I N E
Myson Supaline
Radiators.
It's the way we put
them together that
sets them apart
.
At Myson we believe that there is more to central
heating installation than meets the eye.
Our radiators produce more heat per square
inch because ofthe Myson "High Energy
Construction» technique. There are two parts of
a radiator to which a convectorfin can be
welded. The section between the waterways and
the waterway itself, the latter being far more
difficult and technically demanding but so much
more effective in terms ofheat output.
The Myson Supaline range comprises over 190
types ofradiator across four different heights t
suit every individual customer requirement.
backed up by our free design service.
Impressive? We think so.
Slim and attractive, Myson Supaline radiators
with their high quality finish and slender lines
combine the utmost in efficiency with exceptional
durability that any discerning buyer will
appreciate.
Look claser and you will recognise our radiators
are built to exact British J.(jte Mark standards
(and not every manufacturer can say that...).
Our rigorous testing procedure ensures that
individual product strength goes far beyond the
requirements ofeveryday usage.
To complete the picture, every Myson Supaline is
delivered with concealed wall brackets and air
vent key, clearly coded with size and output,
protectively packaged to reach you in perfect
condition.
"In addition, every Supaline radiator is tlOW
covered by a 5-year warranty, giving both
the trade, customer and end user increased
peace ofmind to know that they have
purchased a high-quality product with t'"
backing ofthe Blue Circle group of W'
companies. "
The Mysotl range ofradiators, thermostatic
valves aM lockshields, is your guarantee of
excellence, so why settlefor less.
Given thefacts, could you reaUy specify any
other radiator?
Write to:-
Potterton Myson Ireland
Unit l2E,
Parkmore Industrial Estate, Longmile Road,
Dublin 12, Ireland. Telephone: (01) 509075.
Facsimile: (Ol) 553629.
A
POTTERTON MYSON
'AU 0' ILUI CJIl.Cl.
M y s o N s
u p A L I N E
se
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Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:-
Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
Th echanical Engineering & Building
s Contractors'
Association (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Sel"/ices News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
Contents
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TRADE NEWS
Heatmerchants Go Purpose-Built in Athlone; Win with Grundfos; HevacfTubeco
Corporate Day; Standard Controls Move; MK Kent Face Olympian Battle; IS9002
Certification for Barlo; Mitsubishi Electric Formally Open Headquarters; BA Fits
Walker; Mitsubishi Electric Appoint Glowtherm; Bord Gais - 'Oil Changeover'
Initiative; Barlo Group Divisional MD; BTU Summer Round-up; Calor at Riverside;
Intumescent Fire and Smoke Seals; De'Longi Oil Filled Radiators; £1.5m
Environmental Spend Needed to Boost Employment-Creating Projects.
PAGE 10
NEW PRODUCTS/LITERATURE
PAGE 12
HAVE BANKS BECOME THE RAIDERS?
The type of banking problems being experienced by business people vary
enormously. but include the reduction and often total withdrawal of overdraft
facilities; agreed facilities operated very literally and to the letter of the law, without
any lattitude whatsoever; and significantly-increased charges for all types of
transactions and services.
PAGE 14
A WALK ON THE LIGHT SIDE
Are you a radiator or a drain?...Penny Vincenzi, journalist and best-selling author,
wants to be remembered as a radiator. She reveals this strange desire in an article
(first published in Good Housekeeping) which attaches qualities and attributes to
radiators and drains which the building services industry appears to have
overlooked!
PAGE 16
ADVANCE SALES LEADS
PAGE 18
EMPLOYER ADVICE LINE
David Gannon on Maternity Leave.
PAGE 19
NEW VAT REGULATIONS
While there is undoubtedly a great deal of anxiety and apprehension on the part of
manufacturers, distributors and agents concerning the VAT and regulatory changes
which will come into force on 1 January 1993 upon completion of the Single Market,
the truth of the matter is that the industry has nothing to fear.
Building Services Buyer Guide
Accompanying this issue of BSNews is the newly-published
Building Services Buyer Guide 1992/3. The 104-page guide is
by far the most comprehensive on the industry to date, its
1700 cross-referenced entries making it an invaluable aid to all
involved in building services. Additional copies are available
from the publishers, Pressline Ltd. Tel: 01 - 2885001.
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Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd are once again running a special contractor promotion based on domestic
circulator sales.
All entries received
throughout the entire duration of the promotion will be entered in the grand draw which will take place
on 16 February, 1993, the principal prize being a £1,000 holiday.
meal afterwards.
The course was in excellent
condition with the beautiful
weather making the day even all
the more enjoyable.
hosted their I1 th annual
corporate day at Hermitage
recently with a total of 88 players
participating in the golf and
nearly 100 sitting down to the
Minister for Trade &Marketing, Mary O'Rourke, TO, performing the official
opening with Heatmerchants' directors Eamonn Walsh, Larry O'Neill and
Jim Casey in attendance.
Pictured at the launch of the "Win with Grundfos" promotion were Brendan
Pluck, Chairman of the Registered Heating Contractors Association; Denis
Walshe, General Manager, Grundfos (Ireland) Lld and Ray Broughan, who is
responsible for domestic circulator sales at Grundfos (Ireland).zoom camera.
There are consolation prizes to be won each month.
Win With Grundfos
The event takes the form of three monthly draws - 16 October, 16 November and 16 December -
before the grand final draw on 16 February, 1993, for the principal prize.
Contractors can enter each draw as many times as they wish, provided each entry is accompanied by
three tokens (there is a token on every Grundfos domestic circulator). Entry forms, covering conditions
of participation, are available from all leading stockists or directly from Grundfos.
Entries received on or
before 16 October will be
included in the first draw,
for a Sanyo portable
colour TV; those received
between 17 October and
16 November will be
entered in the second
draw, for a Phi lips stereo
midi system; and those
received between 17
November and 16
December, in the third
draw, for a Fugi 35mm
Hevac/TUbeco
Corporate Day
amid much fanfare recently with
the Minister for Trade &
Marketing, Mary O'Rourke, TO,
doing the honours. National and
local press were in attendance, in
addition to the RTE2 Larry
Gogan Road Show which was
broadcast from the base on the
day in question.
There were a total of about 150
formal guests in attendance,
including representatives from
Heatmerchants principals from
overseas.
From a trade point of view, the
concept behind Tubs & Tiles is
to provide Heatmerchants
customers with professionally-
equipped showroom facilities to
which they can bring their
clients. This is working very
efficiently with Tubs & Tiles
centres elsewhere in the country. Hevac Ltd, in association with
The new facility was opened sister company Tubeco Ltd,
2 BSNews. September/October 1992
The new facility is open six days
a week, from 9am to 5.30pm,
Monday to Friday and lOam to
4.30pm on Saturdays.
Located on the Dublin Road in
an area now becoming known as
a specific centre for building
supplies and related building
products, the new premises
incorporates a 2,500 sq ft Tubs &
Tiles showroom facility and is
immediately adjacent to the 2-
storey, 4,000 sq ft Heatmerchants
offices and warehouse.
It is intended that the entire
Heatmerchants Group head
office be moved to offices above
the Tubs & Tiles showrooms in
the near future.
Today it's all about the quality of
service you provide...so said a
Heatmerchants spokesman at the
official opening of the
company's new, purpose-
designed premises and
showroom facility in Athlone.
Providing a more
professionalism service was one
of the prime motivating factors
behind the new development. In
addition to the obvious
advantages in terms of product
presentation and warehousing
and stocking facilities, an extra
delivery truck has been added to
the fleet.
Heatmerchants
Go Purpose-Built
In Athlone
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A Watertight Case!
... for the Glen Dimplex Sandpiper
Environmental System.
HERE ARE THE FACTS.
Developed and manu-
factured in Ireland, the
Sandpiper is an innova-
tive heat pump system
that heats and cools
with water.
It's a single split and a modular
system, which matches VRV
performance with safe and simple
water pipework. Refrigerants are
banished from inside the building.
Specify Sandpiper for a better indoor
and outdoor environment.
Competitively priced single units
and much more! Condition one or
one hundred rooms, with
_!IIPzo__ the Sandpiper
Intelligent Network
Control, to heat and cool
each zone of the building
as needed. Ideal for multi-
room and multi-tenant
applications. Sandpiper
controls can even monitor the
amount of heating and cooling in
each room.
Future expansion by adding
more fan coils, simply means
extending the water pipes.
Outdoor central units from 5-15kw,
with high efficiency scroll compressors.
• Cassettes 3-10 kw.
• Wall Mount Units 2-7 kw.
For more information call
CROSSFLOW Airconditioning on
FREEFONE 1-800-780-780.
The Dimplex Sandpiper - any other
airconditioning just doesn't hold water.
Distributed by Crossflow Airconditioning Ltd. Three Rock Rd. Sandyford Industrial Estate, Dublin 18.
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From the sublime grandeur of Hermitage (above) to the more
boisterious after-dinner entertainment in the clubhouse (below) ,
the recent HevacfTubeco Corporate Day had it all!
The gremlins were at work in our
last issue, the captions on the
accompanying photographs
being transposed incorrectly.
The correct captions are as
shown.
Satchwell Grant
Gerry Moran, Service Manager
Robert Henderson, Project
Manager
When MF Kent sought payment
for overdue monies, they were
sacked from the project and
prevented from entering the site
by security guards. In turn, there
is £4 mj1lion owed to sub-
contractors, which Travelstead
development company, Hovisa,
claims MF Kent should pay.
While the implications for MF
Kent are obvious, the fear of a
"deck-of-cards" reaction for the
entire building services sect
Ireland is very real.
claiming that he is a manic
depressive who refuses to take
his medicine.
He is also said to be beset by
personal problems, not least
being a divorce action by his
WIfe which involves an affidaVit
However. Travelstead sacked
Bovi when it became clear that
the project would not be
completed in time for the
Olympics and took personal
charge himself.
say that Ware Travelstead is
responsIble. He is renowned for
being difficult to deal with but
MF Kent initially undertook the
project because they were
dealing with Bovis. the UK
construction management tirm.
In the months leading up to the
Olympics, It was no secret that
MF Kent were under extreme
pres ure to meet the deadline.
However. what has only now
emerged is that '·thousands" of
changes were made to the
original plans at a very late stage
with additional plans being
drawn up as MF Kent proceeded
with the work.
was due for completion in time
for the recent Olympics.
MF Kent Face
Olympian Battle
MF Kent is currently in the
throes of a major battle with
American developer Ware
Travelstead concerning overdue
payments whIch are estimated at
£12 million. The money in Ware Travelstead blames MF
question relates to work carried Kent for the inevitable cost
out on the £400 million overruns on the 40-storey
Barcelona hotel project which complex but Informed sources
4 BSNews, September/ Occober 1992
Standard
Controls Move
Standard Control Systems Lld
have moved to newly-refurbished
corporate offices at Standard
House, Main Street, Leixlip.
The new telephone number is 0 I
- 6246100 (six lines). Fax is 0 I -
6246105.
There were four class categories
on the day, the winners beIng as
follows.
Overall winner - John
Llttlefield, Mercury EngIneering,
with 40pts.
Class I - James Flemina with
38pts. James halls from Donegal
and continued the winning form
showed by his fellow-county
sportsmen in winning the
football All-Ireland. James' wIfe
had travelled with him and she
joined the other guests for the
meal afterwards;
Class 2 - Tom Dack also kept
he winning streak going on
behalf of his fellow-country men,
coming as he does from
Kilkenny;
Class 3 - Frank O'Sullivan,
Foodhenge, had the advantage of
local knowledge being a
Hermitage member;
Class 4 - Michael Fay, Gas
World, new the nag on the part
of the appliance side.
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159002 CERTIFICATION FOR BARLO
Barlo Heating Ltd has been presented with ISO 9002, the international
quality assurance standard, by the National Standards Authority of
Ireland (NSAI). ISO 9002 adds to its existing British (BS 5750), German
(DIN) and French (NF) certifications, while the company is also in the
process of securing quality certification in Spain. Photographed at the
presentation of ISO 9002 to Barlo Heating Ltd, at the recent Plan Expo
Exhibition in Dublin were, (from left): Ollie Fitzpatrick, Sales Manager,
Barlo Heating Ltd; Michael Clifford, General Manager, Irish Operations,
Barlo; Brian Hoy, Head of Certification and Inspection, National Standard
Authority of Ireland; and Frank O'Oonoghue, Sales Manager, Merriott
Radiators.
Mitsubishi
Electric Formally
Open
Headquarters
A high-powered delegation from
the parent company, Mitsubishi
Electric Corporation, joined the
Japanese Ambassador to Ireland,
Mr Yuzo Hitano and Dublin's
Lord Mayor, Alderman Gay
Mitchell, TD, at the official
opening of the new Mitsubishi
Electric (Ireland) £4.5 million
corporate headquarters in
Westgate Business Park,
Ballymount, Co Dublin recently.
The new facility, which has a
distinctive oriental appearance,
was designed by Keane Murphy
Duff and built by Pierce
Contracting Ltd. It comprises
15,000 sq ft of office space and a
30,000 sq ft warehouse facility.
Managing Director of Mitsubishi
Electric (Ireland), Fergus
Madigan, views the investment
in the new building as an
important vote of confidence in
I the future growth of Mitsubishi
Electric's products in the Irish
market.
From sales of £1 million in 1981
with eight staff, Mitsubishi
Electric (Ireland) now employs
45 people and, in 1992, annual
sales are approaching 30 million.
Mike Sheehan, who is
responsible for air conditioning
sales, has already spearheaded a
drive which has seen the
Mitsubishi name emerge as a
brand leader in the sector.
This position is set to be further
consolidated with the
introduction of a whole new
range of additional highly-
featured Nc products shortly.
These will be covered in detail in
ROOF UNITS GROUP
A MEMBER OF THE AIR MOVEMENT GROUP
pressures up to 500 pa and the superbly
efficient mixed Flow units providing air
volumes up to 3.5m3 tsec with pressures up
to 500 pa.
All units are tested In accordance
with 85848 PT1 and PT2 and as you would
expect Roof Units Group hold registration of
B55750 PT1 quality assurance scheme.
As for the colour, you are spoiled
for choice. The hard gloss, UV stabilised gel
coat houslngs are available as atandard In
B$00A05 Goose wing grey or can be
ordered In any BS colour you choose.
Roof Units also manufacture the
largest range of soaker sheets in Europe.so
fitting Is simplicity Itself.
EUROPAK -THE BRAND LEADER
IN ROOF EXTRACT UNITS
IT IS.
One look at the obvious quality of
design of the Europak range tells you that
this Is no ordinary Roof Extract unit.
This I. the number one. The
brand leader.
The stylish low profile and vertical
discharge unit houalngs are tough and
'1urable with high tire retardency, low smoke
.prea~ "'nd low toxic emission, and the deep
wrap eh.. cowl design gives excellent
weather prote(.~lon.
And \ 'hat'. under the bonnet?
The be.' power ...It. In the world.
All Europak ...n; are powered by
the world beating Zlehl.Abegg speed
controllable external rotor motor. Fitted with
Hot Spot protection 'or total dependability,
and wound 'or standard UK voltages
Europak offers the widest range 0'
Roo' extract units available with a choice 0':-
Axial. prOViding air volumes up to
7.097m3 /sec with pressures up to 375 pa;
Centrifugal. up to 4.00m3 /sec with
...
ONLY WHEN IT SAYS IT IS...
-- .... --
AVAILABLE VIA DUBLIN & BELFAST DISTRIBUTORS DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED (01) 303222 FAX: 308888 ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO LIMITED (0232) 402100 FAX: (0232) 402123
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All Condair OEM units are
completely assembled and
include steam cylinder, inlet
valve, outlet valve, filling cup
and drain channel. Standard
features include self-adaptation
to available water quality,
optimal energy usage and
operational safety. Walker Air
Conditioning also supplies an
extensive range of accessories
for the unit and control systems.
computer room air conditioners
and special items of equipment
such as incubators.
In the short space of time since
Mitsubishi Electric entered the
air conditioning sector of the
building services industry, the
company has carved out a
significant percentage market
share and is undoubtedly one of
the market leaders in a number
of product categories.
As part of a cohesive plan to
consolidate and expand that
market standing, Glowtherm Ltd
has now joined the ranks of
officially-appointed Mitsubishi
Electric stockistslinstallers.
Glowtherm's appointment will
give further impetus to the
Mitsubishi Electric network, its
reputation of long-standing
within the air movement sector,
coupled with its professionalism
and support mechanisms,
making it an invaluable addition
to the Mitsubishi Electric te_
,-------::-----==:c--:---===-'"---"
Michael Sheehan, Manager, Air Conditioning Division, Mitsubishi Electric
(Ireland) with Frank Dolan, Director, Glowtherm; Shay Kearney, Managing
Director, Glowtherm; David Ross, Divisional Manager, Industrial &
Electronic Products, Mitsubishi Electric; Fergus Madigan, Managing
Director, Mitsubishi Electric; and Sean Carroll, Director, Glowtherm.
Mitsubishi Electric Appoint
Glowtherm as Stockists/Agents
a stable condition of 50%RH.
The Condair unit generates
steam with electrode heating in
an upright cylinder from which
sterile steam is injected into the
air flow and automatically
regulated by an electronic
control system.
Walker's Condair OEM
humidifiers, which consist of
control electronics and
evaporator unit, require little
space and can usually be fitted
into existing housings without
modification. They are
particularly suitable for use in
The Condair OEM humidifiers
were chosen by contractors,
Comfort Cooling of Slough, for
British Airways has changed to a
sterile steam injection method of
humidification in one of its main
computer rooms at Comet House,
Heathrow Airport by fitting 27
existing air handling units with
Condair OEM 440 steam
humidifiers, supplied by Walker
Air Conditioning Ltd.
The new Type CSHC
microprocessor compensator!
optimiser from Satchwell Grant
Ltd. Detail from Satchwell Grant at
Tel: 01 • 366400.
Satchwell
Microprocessor
Compensator/
Optimiser
Mr Ihara of Mitsubishi Electric
Corporation said: "The success
of the Mitsubishi Electric
operation in Ireland is viewed
with a sense of great pride in
Japan. Particularly impressive is
the fact that the company is
headed up by the Irish. Mr
Madigan is the flfSt non-Japanese
to head up a Mitsubishi company
and he is now the longest-serving BA Fits Walker
member of the Mitsubishi
Electric (UK) Board."
The presence of Mr Sozaburo
Ihara, Senior Managing Director
of the Mitsubishi Electric
Corporation, a key decision-
maker with the parent group, is
considered significant by Fergus
Madigan. The delegation also
included Mr Nitta, President of
Mitsubishi Electric Europe and
Mr Nishino, Group Managing
Director, Mitsubishi Electric
(UK). the computer room which needs
6 BSNews, September/October 1992
Mitsubishi market is divided into
two areas - - consumer 50% and
industrial electronics!
telecommunications 50%.
Mitsubishi Electric, within
Europe, has expanded
significantly over the last few
years. Their objective is to
encourage Mitsubishi Electric to
consider a manufacturing facility
in Ireland in the future.
Lord Mayor of Dublin Alderman Gay Mitchell with Yuzo Hitano, Japanese
Ambassador to Ireland; The Senior Managing Director of Mitsubishi
Corporation Sozaburo Ihara; and Fergus Madigan, Managing Director,
Mitsubishi Electric (Ireland).
the next issue of BSNews
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TRADE NEWS
and the trade, including both
suppliers and installers. The
conference will begin at II am
and conclude later that evening
with a gala dinner. Transport
will be available on the morning
of the conference from Dublin,
with return transport the
following day.
Barlo GroupDivisional MD
John Kennedy has been appointed Managing Director of the Radiator
Division of Barlo Group plc, a new
position resulting from a re-
organisation of the Group. He takes on
responsibility for the future
development of the Group's radiator
business in Ireland, the UK and Europe.
He has been Group Operations Director
and a member of the Group Board
since 1990, and wa previously General
Manager of Irish operations. An
industrial engineer, he has held various
management positions at the Group's
Clonmel facility.
opportunities.
The Bord Gais National Sales
Conference 1992 will take place
in Actons Hotel, Kinsale, Co
Cork on 20 October. ''The
Power of Partnership" is the
theme, reflecting the importance
Bard Gais places on the trading
partnership between the Bord
Incentives available to installers
include a mixture of stamps
(which allow for participation on
World Cup '94 match trips) and
monetary bonus payments as
sales commission for each
completed installation.
the "give the customer back
hislher garden" message); and a
Bord Gais loan facility of up to
£1,000 where customers can pay
for the installation of their gas
bills over three years.
Board Gais has also extended an
"open door" policy to invited
suppliers, the intention being to
create a forum for discussion and
debate so that complaints,
suggestions, etc can be talked of
openly with a view to securing
and strengthening the business
currently being done in natural
gas related products and of
course to identify and target new
Bord Gais - 'Oil
Changeover'
Initiative
Bord Gais unveiled a new
initiative recently aimed directly
at converting oil customers to
natural gas.
The promotion is being
channelled through the trade with
incentives available to installers,
centered mainly on the World
Cup '94.
The customers being targeted
initially are those with old or
f' oil systems.
The package now offered
includes half-price gas for three
years; a price-freeze on gas until
1994; express installation with a
money-back guarantee; free
Gerry Daly gardening book
(sounds strange but is not so
when viewed in the context of
HEATING AND COOLING -iFULL GAS
(no. 1) ROBUR HEATING: HOW TO KEEP HOT AIR DOWN
6 t<O.6°C/m
I~
11 11.00~
11 8.00·21.2'
I j
I 11 6.00·'9.8' ~fl~!r~1 3.00·'8'11 1.50·,6.5'I I'
I 1 I 1.00·,8'
The thermal gradient in warehouses 11 metres high is
some Goe (o.Goe per metre).
see "The Robur System" booklet
HEATING IN EUROPE SPEAKS, , . approved by.
ROBUR S.p.A. lingonia, Bergamo ITALY.
Sole distributorfor EIr.E and N.IRELAND: MeA GAS LTD inc. Brian MulhareAssociates Ltd.
112c Lower Ba990t Street Dublin 2. Tel: 01-614 803 Fax: 01-610 920
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TRADE NEWS
CALOR AT THE RIVERSIDE
Pictured at the Calor Gas trade show held recently at the Riverview Club,
Clonskeagh were, (from left): Val Gunning, Managing Director, Calor Gas
Ireland; and Mr F Schukken, Managing Director, Calor Group
International; and Terry Leonard, Marketing and Sales Manager, Calor
Gas.
8 BSNews, September/October 1992
BTU Summer
Round-Up
June, July and August saw three
BTU outings, including the
Captain's Day at Stackstown.
Details of the winners on each
occasion were as follows:-
Newlands - sponsor: Wilo
Overall winner - Pat Dunphy
(HI 1) with 39pts.
Class I - 1st: G Hutchinson;
2nd: M Matthews; 3rd: N
Thomson.
Class 2 - 1st: J Usher; 2nd: J
Loughlin; 3rd: D Prendergast.
Class 3 - Ist: M Murphy; 2nd:
D O'Gorman; 3rd: B Penrice.
Front Nine - T Delaney, back
six from J Nolan.
Architects, consulting engineers,
dealers and industry
representatives recently attended
the Calor Gas trade show which
took place at the Riverview Club,
Clonskeagh, Dublin 14. The
exhibition featured the latest in
LPG gas-burning appliances for
industrial and domestic usage.
Equipment on view included air
Back Nine - B Keaveney, back
6 from M Wyse.
Visitors - 1st: N Jones; 2nd:
Don Spollen; 3rd: F Quigley,
back nine from C Green
Captain' Prize, Stackstown-
sponsor: BS
Overall winner - Gerry Phelan
(HI6) with 35pts.
Class 1- 1st: Gerry Baker;
2nd: Peter Johnston; 3rd: Tony
GiIlen.
Class 2 - 1st: Jim Srruth; 2nd:
Eamonn Cullen; 3rd: Tony
0'Leary.
Class 3 - 1st: Tim O'Flaherty;
2nd: Jim Nolan; 3rd: Tom Scott
First Nine - Ist: Peter
Reynolds; 2nd: Pat Dunphy
Back Nine - 1st: Michael
conditioning/cooling units; water
heaters; gas fires; pool air
handling systems; direct fired
warm air units; central heating
boilers; environmental control
equipment; room heaters and
white goods.
The use of car gas was also
demonstrated using a display car.
Matthews; 2nd: Michael Wyse.
Visitors - 1st: John McHale;
2nd: Pat Murray; 3rd: Joo
McCarthy.
Past Captain's Prize - Peter
Johnston.
Castle - sponsor: Finheat
Overall winner - Paul
Shaugnessey.
Class 1- 1st: Michael Carroll;
2nd: Michael Matthews; 3rd:
John Lavelle
Class 2 - 1st: Sean Srruth; 2nd:
Michael Melligan; 3rd: Gerry
Tobin.
Class 3 - 1st: Ray Toner; 2nd:
Des O'Gorman; 3rd: Jim Nolan.
Visitors - 1st: Gary Donnelly;
2nd: Jirn IGng.
Intumescent Fire
and Smoke Seals
The protection of occupants of a
building is governed by
legislation and is designed to
enable their safe escape should a
fife occur. It requires large
buildings to be divided into
smaller fife-protected
compartments to contain fire,
smoke and toxic gases, to
prevent them spreading.
Compartmentation also enables
areas of special risk to be
isolated and the establishment of
safe escape routes, both
vertically and horizontally within
the building. They also provide
safe access routes for the fire
brigade while performing their
duties in fighting a fire.
These requirements are fulfilled
by the establishment of fire
resisting walls and floors. These
structures are designed to resist
the passage of fire and hot gases
for specific periods of time,
usually 30, 60, 90, 120 and 240
rrunutes.
Gaps around flfedoors which are
essential for the doors to function
are a particular difficulty in this
regard. A range of Intumescent
fife and smoke seals are available
which react to the heat in a fife
situation by expanding and
filling these critical weaknesses
in the compartments.
Another area of weakness is
where these fife-resisting
structures are pierces by
mechaillcal and electrical
services around a building, which
represent weak points in the flfe-
resisting structure through whO
fife, smoke and toxic gases c
pass, allowing the fife to spread
from one fife-resisting cell to
another. These penetrations have
therefore to be effectively sealed
in the event of an outbreak of a
fife.
There is a variety of engineered,
preassembled Pyrosleeve and
Pyrocoil units designed and
tested to provide such fire
sealing.
Pyrosleeve and Pyrocoil fire
dampers provide a reliable, easily
fitted and econorruc solution to
the problem of fire sealing
mechanical and electrical
services.
For comprehensive technical
literature on Pyrosleeves,
Pyrocoils and all of their other
fire-sealing products, contact
Colm O'Shiel at Tel: 01-783316;
01-783431.
De'Longi Oil
Filled Radiators
International domestic appliance
manufacturer De'Longi ha
opened a new Irish company
called De'Longi Ireland Ltd.,
which is headed by Conor
O'Riordan.
De'Longi have four heaters
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available - -two convectors, plus
the Formula One and a radiator.
In addition, there is a gas heater.
The Formula One is an electric
heater on castors with two foot-
control levers, a thermostat,
thermal cut-off and cord
disposal. This Model FI 20T has
three heat settings, a 2000W
input power, plus a 24-hour
timer, fan forced convection and
frostguard protection. The
Formula One also combines a
radiant system with convection.
It is economical, silent and
es in a warm brown colour.
DelLongi convectors feature a
2000W input power; three heat
setting; a thermostat; indicator
lights; plus frostguard protection.
The fourth heater is a radiator,
again with 2000W power, plus
cord storage. De'Longi's infra
red gas heater, Model RH 40E3,
comes on castors, has max power
output from 3100 up to 4500W, a
ceramic heating surface, three
heat settings and 11.5 capacity.
£1.5m
vironmental
Spend Needed to
Boost
Employmnet·
Creating Projects
A£1.5 billion programme for
the development of a new
Euroroute, 12 ports and
environmental protection
facilities is urgently needed in
order to boost employment-
creating projects in industry,
tourism and business services,
particularly in the regions, the
Construction Industry Federation
says in a 3-Point Plan recently
submitted to Government.
The plan is designed to maximise
Mrs Mirette Corboy, President,
Construction Industry Federation.
the benefits to the whole
economy from the investment of
EC Structural Funds.
The ClF Three Point Plan
includes:
* Investment of £750 million in
environmental protection
facilities including
water treatment and sanitary
services to accommodate the
growth requirements of job-
creating projects as well as to
protect the Irish environment.
This will enhance the
attractiveness of Ireland's
environment for tourists and will
improve the quality of life for
our own people by protecting
their health;
*Development of a Euroroute
from Sligo through Galway and
Limerick to Rosslare involving
an investment of £750 million.
Also, development of a tourist
route linking the key tourist area
of Kerry to the access points of
Shannon, Cork, Rosslare and
Dublin.
*Speed up the development of
the 12 key Irish ports.
Watermark, a collection of
finely-engineered shower enclosures
designed to complement any
bathroom setting.
Contact:-
MANUFACTURERS & DISTRIBUTORS
OF HEATING APPLIANCES
Cloncollig, Church Road,
Tullamore, Co. Offaly, Ireland.
Telephone: (0506) 21302. Fax: (0506) 51081.
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CLEAN THAT BOILER!
Fernox has made a significant
breakthrough in the treatment of
central heating systems.
Unitl now, due to the method
construction of cast iron and
copper tubular boilers, it has
been necessary to use separate
treatments of each. After many
hours of testing, supported by
highly-specialised computer
analysis, Fernox has developed a
single product called new MB-1 ,
designed to corrosion-proof both
cast iron and copper tubular
boilers.
New Fernox MB-1 is as
environmentally-friendly as
possible; all the ingredients break
down rapidly into harmless
substances when disposed of.
Approximately 90% of the
ingredients come form renewable
sources. The maximum poss'
quantities of recyclable mate .
are used in the packaging.
Details from Hevac Ltd, 70172
Lower Dorset Street, Dublin 1.
Tel: 01-301211; Fax: 01-301990.
simplified construction, and uses
a number of common
components. It is smooth and
quiet in operation, giving high
effeciency and reliabiltiy, thus
reducing maintenance to a
minimum.
Details from Grundfos (Ireland)
Ltd, Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial
Park, Blackrock, Co Dublin. Tel:
(01) 2954926; Fax: (01) 2954739.
washing machines;
- Fertilizer dosing equipment
(horticulture and agriculture);
- Cooling plants, including
computer and communication
equipment;
- Small water treatment plants
(purification plants for treatment
of industrial liquids)
- Environmental applications
(sampling and monitoring);
- Hospital and laboratory
equipment;
- Machine tools;
- Equipment for fresh water fish
farming.
The Grundfos CHI pump is
particularly suited for industrial
pumping applicaitons, where its
compact horizontal design fulfills
the demands for maximum space
saving.
The CHI pump and motor are
close-coupled, and the pump
housing, guide vanes, impellers,
shaft etc are all of stainless steel.
The mechanical shaft seal is of
the bellows type with silicon
carbide seal faces as standard.
The pump is also available with
shaft seals of different materials
with rubber in either EPDM or '
Viton.
In terms of performance, the CHI
range covers capacities up to
14m3/hr and pressures up to 5.5
bar. Maximum permissible
temperature is 110 Deg C and
maximum permissible system
pressure is 10 bar.
The CHI pump range is of
ENERGY SAVING
DEHUMIDIFIERS FROM
MENERGA
Walker Air Conditioning has
added a new selection of
"greener', energy saving
swimming pool dehumidifiers to
its Minerga range. The new
products are designed to cut fuel
costs by recovering and reusing
energy through high efficiency
heat recovery and low energy
use.
Some are equipped with a new
design of powerful double-pass
plate heat exchanger which
achieves an extra high effiencny
of 70-80% compared with the
normal 50-55%. Two stage
recovery of heat, both sensible
and latent, reduces the need for
further heating or dehumidifiers
for the pool area.The Menerga 34
and 36 systems, designed and
developed specifically for large
indoor pools of between 100 sq m
and 1500 sq m, have a fully-
automatic control system which
chooses the most enonomical
mode of operation, regulating the
fresh air quantity according to
pool use and outdoor
temperature.
For even lower operating costs,
the 36 is also fitted with a heat
pump to give three stage heat
recovery. The 34 provides
additional heating through a low
pressure hot water coil.
Other models inlcude the
Menerga 25 and 26.
Details from Walker Air
Conditioning Ltd, Dublin Industrial
Estate, Finglas Raod, Dublin 11.
Tel: 01-300844; Fax: 01-308578.
GRUNDFOS UNVEILS
CHI RANGE.
Grundfos (Ireland) has introduced
the new CHI range of stainless
steel pumps. They are aimed
primarily at the "light industry"
field, where applications may
include the following:-
... Examples from the new Grundfos CHI range of stainles steel pumps aimed
- Industnal dish-washing and primarily at "light industry" applications. '
10 BSNews. September/October 1992
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Every heating &
ventilation
installation
should have our
seal of approval.
However good any heating or ventilation system is,
It'S bound to have weak POints where fire is concerned.
Which is why it's essential to include Irish
Intumescent Systems seals in any installation.
Pyrogrille for ventilator grilles and air ducts;
Pyrosleeve for metal and plastiC pipes, electrical cables,
trays and ducts. Tried and tested seals that fully meet
the exacting standards set by the industry; that offer
continual protection and will stop the spread of fire.
Irish Intumescent Systems seals. No heating or
ventilation system is complete without them.
iRish inCUlneSCencffi
syscelns lilniceb W
11 Synge Place • Dublin 8 • Ireland
Tel: (01) 783316 • Fax: (01) 783431
.ELECTRIC DRILL OF THE
FUTURE
A revloutionary new design of electric
drill, developed in Germany by AEG
Power Tools, is now available on the Irish
market. The Model SB2E 24 RTP -
designed primarily for professional users
- is claimed to be the world's most
technically-advanced power tool in
volume produciton. It incorporates a
number of special features, including
AEG's unique AVS anti-vibration system.
The 1000 Watt machine incorporates a
number of ergonomic features and
control functions, enabling it to be used
for drilling, percussion drilling,
screwdriving and cutting screw threads.
AEG claim that the level of user comfort,
control and safety achieved as a result of
the AVS feature cannot be found on any
other power tool. The system, which is
now being introduced on several AEG
percussion-action machines,
mechanically isolates the motor and
hammer mechanisims from the pistol
grip, ensuring that potentially-damaging
vibrations cannot find their way to the
users body.
Details from AEG Power Tools, clo Atlas
Copco Tools Ltd, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts, HP2 7HA, Tel: (0044) 442 61201.
AEG Models SB2E 24 RTP electric drill is
claimed to be the world's most technically-
advanced power tool in the volume production.
It incorporates a number of ergonomic and
control fratures, including the unique AVS anti-
vibration system and sophisticated motor
torque and speed control circuits.
PRODUCTS
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Have Banks Become
the Raiders?
The pilot study may not reflect
the actual situation of excessive
interest and bank charges for
the SME sector as a whole. The
discovery that eight out of 16
firms chosen at random are
unknowingly paying excess of
the maximum interest rate
permitted warrants strong
concern, particularly since the
current AA rate is already
exorbitant for business.
The opinion of many businesses, andespecially medium to small-sizedbusinesses, is that yes,.the banks
have become predatory raiders. Over the
last 12 months in particular all the banks
have operated what can only be described
as a credit squeeze.
For months now businessmen from all
industry sectors have been expressing
concern about the undue pressure
the banks have been exerting and
also the additional charges they are
imposing.
The type of problems being
experienced vary enormously, but
include the reduction and often total
withdrawal of overdraft facilities;
agreed facilities operated very
literally and to the letter of the law,
without any lattitude whatsoever;
and significantly-increased charges
for all types of transactions and
services.
There have also been a great many
complaints about overcharging by
the banks.
It was this latter issue that the Small Firms
Association felt obliged to take up. The
SFA commissioned Jalec Consultants Ltd
to conduct a study in response to anecdotal
evidence which strongly pointed to
overcharging by the banks. The study
findings are disturbing and give credence
to the now-generally held opinion within
the business community that the banks
have gone "over the top".
A synopsis of the SFA Study findings are
as follows:-
"Because of the detailed nature of the
12 BSNews, September/October 1992
research, and the results may not
necessarily reflect the situation as
pertaining to small firms in general but the
findings do warrant careful scrutiny by the
Central Bank, the Associated Banks,
accountants and owner managers of small
and medium sized companies, according to
the SFA.
"During the period in which the research
was being undertaken, firms independent to
the study contacted the SFA providing
evidence of overcharges ranging from
£1,500 to £5,000. In each case refunds
were made when the error was pointed out
to the bank.
"The classic example of careless
overcharging arose in the case of one firm
which, on querying a bank charge of
£1,700, was informed that the fee was for
wages cheques drawn on the company
account. When the proprietor pointed out
that the wages cheques were drawn on a
different account in a different bank, a
peremptory apology and refund were made.
"A number of firms have informed the SFA
that they were refused an extension to their
overdraft facility. However, the bank was
prepared to condone extended credit
facilities if the client agreed to accept
interest surcharge of 0.5% per month, or an
interest rate in excess of 20%
per annum on the excess
credit.
"The directors of one
company, with an overdraft
facility in excess of £150,000,
were asked to give personal
guarantees. They were not
prepared to do this but put
funds in excess of £150,000.00
on deposit as security. The
company operated as before
with the account being in
credit and debit; sometimes
near but not above the lev
their deposit funds.
However, the bank -
apparently without notifying the company
- withdrew the overdraft facility and
surcharged all balances in overdraft at an
6.0% per annum excess above the agreed
AA rate.
"The Central Bank establishes a maximum
interest rate for small and medium-sized
clients - the AA rate. The rate varies in
accordance with interest rate fluctuations.
Banks are permitted to charge below the
AA rate or, where firms have exceeded
their overdraft facility, an interest penalty
of 0.5% per month is permitted on any
14
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of the cartel and excessive collateral
required by banks has caused the small
fmn to be passive in the face of the
dominant partner. The findings of the SFA
pilot study suggest considerable scope for
greater clarity and transparency on the part
of banks with respect to bank charges arId
interest rates, and a more active and less
deferential approach by the small business
community to banks.
"Small and medium sized firms should not
accept bank statement as face value and
should insist on, and check, detailed
quarterly bank charges. Firms should
negotiate a limit to the period for which
personal guarantees are provided and a
release from pledged collateral when their
commitment to the venture is proven. After
all, banks rationalise personal guarantees
and excessive collateral as evidence of the
entrepreneur's commitment to the venture.
"The pilot study may not reflect the actual
situation of excessive interest and bank
charges for the SME sector as a whole. The
discovery that eight out of 16 firms chosen
at random are unknowingly
paying excess of the maximum
interest rate permitted warrants
strong concern, particularly
since the current AA rate is
already exorbitant for business.
"The study confirms that it is
extremely worthwhile to foster
good personal relationships with
bank managers, especially in
rural areas.
"The survey has had a very
positive effect already for two
companies - one received a
refund of £2,000 while another
received £5,000. Three other companies
were, at the time of writing this report, in
negotiation with their banks and also
expected refunds to be made.
"Of three term loans checked, two were
correct. However, the third was revealed to
be a loan account which attracts on average
an extra 2% interest charge and this has
now been changed to a term loan."
the Central Bank.
Cheque Clearance
"The normal period for cheque clearance
and crediting accounts is three working
days. However, even in this area there are
variations - 12 firms were cleared within
three working days; One firm was cleared
within two working days; Two fInns were
cleared within one working day; One firm
was cleared within five working days.
"With modem technology cheque clearance
periods and credit to accounts should take
no more than one day. The current cheque
clearance period can give rise to firms
unnecessarily exceeding their overdraft
facility and, consequently, incurring cost
penalties.
Awareness of Bank Charges
"From the study, it is clear that the majority
of the companies are not fully aware of
how and why charges are made and debited
against their accounts. Of the 16 companies
analysed, just one was fully informed of
charges and interest rates and managed
their account efficiently; they also
negotiated and received interest rates and
managed their account efficiently; they also
negotiated and received interest on credit
balances in their current account.
Conclusion
"Relationship banking is not a well
developed in Ireland in either side of the
equation, i.e. banks and their small and
medium-sized business clients. The legacy
The type of problems being
experienced vary enormously,
but include the reduction and
often total withdrawal of
overdraft facilities; agreed
facilities operated very literally
and to the letter of the law,
without any lattitude
whatsoever; and significantly-
increased charges for all types
of transactions and services.
excess credit. It is expected that the
customer will be informed in writing that
the interest surcharge is being applied.
Study Findings
"The 16 accounts which were chosen at
random, were analysed under the following
headings: (1) Interest charges; (2) Cheque
clearance procedures; (3) Awareness of
interest levied.
Interest Rates
"Eight firms were charged at AA rates;
Two fInns were charged at AA rates plus
0.5%;
Four fInns were charged at AA rates plus
1.0%;
One fmn was charged at AA rate plus
2Jll;~innwas charged at AA rate plus
6.28%*
*Note: This was not due to any surcharge
for being outside agreed credit limits.
"There was no apparent reason for the
variation in interest charged. The difference
was deflllitely not due to how accounts
were managed. Some very excellent
accounts, with the facility being in
credit well over the minimum
number of days and within the
agreed limits, were charged at 1%
and 2% over the AA rate.
• No firm benefited from an interest
rate below the maximum permitted;
trm had been informed that
they were being surcharged;
• Managing an account within the
agreed facility does not necessarily
yield preferential interest treatment;
• The interest rate recorded on bank
statement is not necessarily the
interest rate charged;
• The study suggests a correlation between
good communication with local Bank
Manager and relatively low interest rate;
• If the study finding apply broadly to the
sector, the implication is that a substantial
cost penalty is being borne by small
industry of between I% and 5% above the
AA rate - the maximum rate permitted by
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Are you a radiator or a drain? ...
Penny Vincenzi, journalist and best-selling
author, wants to be remembered as a radiator.
She reveals this strange desire in an article (first
published in Good Housekeeping) which attaches
qualities and attributes to radiators and drains
which the building services industry appears to
have overlooked! She lists a number of
"radiators" and "drains" in public life. BSNews
will present a bottle of whiskey to the best list of
"radiators" and "drains" taken from the
building services industry to arrive at our office
by first post on Friday, 16 October next.
Radiators
I have known!
When I die, I would like to be remembered as a
radiator. This has just become my major, numero
uno ambition. It was my friend Suzy who alerted
me to the possibility of this new accolade. People,
as far as she was concerned, were either drain or
radiators.
I once made a journey in a very elderly car from
London to CornwaIl on a hot day, and in
heavy traffic, with five children under 10
(four of whom suffered from car
sickness, three dogs and a cat, and my
friend Sarah, a radiator of some
distinction: we had such fun, and
laughed so much, we were sorry to
arrive.
I have also flown first-class across the
Atlantic, champagne on tap, with a
drain of such relentless efficiency
that I spent at least a third of the
journey in the loo just to get away
from him. The other passengers
thought I was suffering from some
terrible affliction - which indeed I
was.
The relevant qualities have nothing to do with
virtue: rather the reverse. Radiators can be
untruthful, feckless, untidy and unreliable; drains
can be pious, thrifty, abstemious, hard-working,
kind to children and elderly relatives. Drains are
unlikely to have dogs, pronouncing them to be
dirty, tiresome and time-wasting. They have cats
instead; very often two, with electronic cat flaps
so there's no tiresome yowling at windows. If
radiators have cats, they do a lot of yowling, not
only at windows, but also in the middle of the
night, as they will not have been spayed.
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Drains are ultra-organised on the home front and
manage their money brilliantly. At worst, they
spend what they call "up to the hilt". Radiators
positively rush up to the hilt and then topple
j0y!ully over it, scooping up a whole lot of things
they cannot reaIly afford as they go.
Drains are perfect parents; their children are
always on time at school, and do not arrive with
strange splodges on their exercise books, evidence
of desperate last-minute help at the breakfast table.
They will be taken to museums at the weekend,
rather than loafing around with their friends, and
will not be allowed to watch IS-certificate videos
until they are at least 141/2 years old. You wiIl not
hear any reaIly bad language in the house of a
drain.
Language, on the other hand, both good and bad,
is the outstanding hallmark of the radiator.
Radiators spend an inordinate amount of time
talking, listening, commiserating and rejoicing
with their friends. This means they are very often
late for things; they also tend to eat and drink
rather more than i good for them. Radiators are
usuaIly ju t about to go on diets and cut down on
alcohol.
People in public life divide easily into the two
groups. John Major i clearly a drain, while Neil
Kinnock and the immensely glamorous Michael
Heseltine are radiators.
The Princes of Wales is a radiator of quite
formidable wattage; her husband would seem to
be a very damp, dank drain indeed. Fergie, for all
her faults, is a radiator; and so are those flashy
friends of hers, Elton John and the Billy
ConnoIlys. Most showbiz people are radiators, it
goes with the caIling, but I reckon Andrew Lloyd
Webber might be a drain (although spending £ I0
million on a painting was a fairly radiating thing
to do).
Angela Rippon, while desperately trying to
radiate, manages to drain quite a bit. Jeremy
Pax man is a drain, albeit a sexy one, while
Melvyn Bragg (equally sexy) is a radiator. So is
Michael Aspel; but I fear Terry Wogan, once a
wonderful source of warmth, has had a rather
draining effect of late. The qualities even percolate
through on radio.
However, the distinctions are not always clear, as I
was trying to explain to a lady the other day. It
was all to do, I said, with whether the whisky
bottle is half full or half empty. A radiator clearly
sees it as half full. Yes, said my friend, of course,
but even if the bottle was half fuIl, it would soon
be empty wouldn't it?
No radiator she.
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Unvented
Hot Water Systems
• Quick and easy to install - less
pipework and ancillary products.
Choice of locations - garage,
• kitchen, bedroom, bathroom.
• No more frozen pipes and
leakages.
• More powerful shower.
• Better control of mixer taps.
• More hygienic water
when mains fed closed
system.
• Wider choice of taps -
including aerated taps.
• Less noise - no tank
refilling.
• Pressure maintained when
more than one terminal is
opened.
• All the safety components
are pre-adjusted and
factory assembled.
~oppercraft Ltd.
Coppercraft Ltd., Kylemore Park West, Ballyfermot, Dublin 10.
Tel: (01) 626 5146, (01) 626 5147 Fax: (01) 6265813
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Newmarket Information, the Dun Laoghaire-based
construction information company, provides advance
information on new construction projects nationwide -- all
potential leads for contractors, sub-contractors and
suppliers. The company publishes information in the
weekly CIS report which provides full project details,
contact names, addresses and telephone numbers, design
team details and tendering and construction schedules.
The following listing is provided by CIS Report and gives a
brief description of the types of projects covered. To obtain
information on the service phone 01 - 2809476/2809557.
secondary storage for garments.
For the retail buyer the centre
will aim to provide all fashion
merchandise requirements
under one roof with emphasis
on comfort security and ease of
access.
Applied Micro Electronics Ltd
has sought planning permission
for the erection of new
offices/laboratory facilities at
the Leopardstown Business
Park, Leopardstown, Co Dublin.
Builders, Mahon and
McPhilips CEM Ltd will carry
out the construction work and
will cost between £400,000 and
£500,000.
KERRY:
Building Contractor, Mr
Thomas Keane of Caherciveen,
has been awarded the contract
for the construction of a two-
bay fire station and an
associated training tower
site development works at
Caherciveen, Co Kerry for Kerry
County Council. The single-
storey fire station will be similar
in design to the proposed fire
station at Caherciveen and will
include a drill tower, a drill
yard, a training tower, a drying
room, a wash room, a station
officer office, lecture theatre, a
muster bay, changing facilities,
showers, toilets, a kitchenette,
workshop and store.
Construction work, costing
£300,000 will start over the
coming months and will take
nine months to complete.
Thomas Keane will appoint all
relevant sub-contractors.
LONGFORD:
Pat the Baker Ltd has sou _.
planning permission for the
retention of an extension and
permission for the construction
of a further 919 sq m of space
to the bakery plant at Moxham
Street and Waterlane,
Grandard, Co Longford. The
two-storey extension will be
built in steel and concrete on
the company's 470 sq m site.
Investment in the new facilities
is expected to be in the order of
£100,000 to £200,000.
MAYO:
The Molloy Shellfish Co Ltd of
Westport plans to built a new
shenfish processing plant,
sewerage treatment plant,
carparking and all ancillary
services at Moyna, Kilmeena,
Westport Co Mayo. The two-
storey building, measuring
out the main construction work
and will appoint sub-
contractors.
Quartz International
Corporation of Santa Clara,
California, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Toshiba Ceramics
Ltd, Tokyo, will occupy the
premises once it is built. Its
European manufacturing
facility at Tallaght will create
thirty-five highly skilled jobs
within five years. Involving an
investment of £800,000 in
machinery and equipment and
the construction of a high
specification building in
Tallaght, the company will
produce quartzware for use in
advanced semiconductor
fabrication processes. Quartz
International will be supplying
many of the semiconductor
houses in Europe including
Intel, Motorola, National
Semiconductor and Tens
Instruments.
The Apparel Industrial
Federation has been awarded a
Government contract by the
Department of Industry and
Commerce to access the
feasibility of setting up a
designated trading, promotional
and technical centre in the
Dublin area for the £1 billion
fashion industry. The AIF are
now interested in hearing from
prospective partners in the new
centre including fashion
location in Dublin which will
provide quality showroom
facilities for fashion wholesalers
and manufacturers on a site
which will also offer security
and ease of access. The new
centre will represent an
important element in a strategy
to establish Dublin as an
important international fashion
location in its own right. It will
also provide the industry here
with an opportunity to
participate in a formal network
of major wholesale fashion
centres which has been
established across Europe. The
industry wholesaling and
trading locality is currently
centred around the South
William Street area of Dublin.
Traders are located in old
unsuitable buildings and traffic
congestion and parking
restrictions create major
difficulties. Prospective tenants
will also have access to
important back-up facilities
including, for example,
Products Ltd, importers of
catering disposables. Sub-
contractors will be appointed
shortly for the steel,
mechanical, electrical, office fit-
out, roofing and cladding work.
The units will measure a total of
3,527.5 sq m and will be
situated on a 9,440 sq m site.
Mr P Anderson has been
granted permission for the
erection of an extension to the
existing factory and offices at
Craig Avenue, Clondalkin,
Dublin 22. The promoter has a
freehold interest in the site. The
single-storey unit, measuring
790 sq m, will be in a concrete
frame and situated on a 2,040
sq m site.
Alstead Securities sought
planning permission for the
construction of a three-storey
over basement development for
use as a car park, office,
showroom, light
industrial/warehouse and
storage use on a site at No's. 16
Rutland Place (otherwise rear of
16 Pamell Square), 16A
Rutland Place, 10 and 11,
Gardiner Row, Dublin 1. The
work will involve the demolition
of the existing buildings at No's.
10 and 11, Gardiner Row. The
three-storey unit will measure
1,394.29 sq m.
ALEOVA·NeE
DUBLIN:
Builders Mahon McPhilips
CEM, started work recently on
the construction of a £1.5
million warehouse/workshop
and showrooms and three-
storey office accommodation
including a carpark, service
yard and four illuminated signs
at the Belgard Road in the
Tallaght Town Centre
designated area in Dublin 24
for Cambridge Asset Finance
Ltd. Sub-contractors have been
appointed and construction will
be completed by the New Year.
Asea Boveri Brown Ltd will
occupy the premises once they
are completed. The Single-storey
unit, measuring 3,524, will
include a warehouse built in a
steel frame and three-storey
office accommodation built in
concrete all, situated on a
9,024.4 sq m site.
Printech International Plc has
been granted planning
permission for alteration and
the erection of an extension to a
previously-approved factory
extension at Cloverhill
Industrial Estate, Clondalkin,
Dublin 22. Rohan
Construction started work on
the £0.5 million project in late
June and the work will be
completed in late September.
Sub-contractors have been Amro Ltd has been granted
appointed for the steel, flooring, planning permission for the
roofing and cladding work. The erection of a £2.1 million
Single-storey building, manufactUring facility and
measuring 2,271 sq m, will ancillary services at Whitestown
include office accommodation
and will be built in a steel Industrial Estate, Whitestown,
Tallaght, Dublin 24. The single-
frame. storey building, measuring
Building company Christopher 1,728 sq m, will contain
Bennett & Sons Ltd has been production space and minimal
awarded the contract for the offices built in a portal frame
construction of two warehouses with metal dock cladding on a
and a separate office unit at 6,800 sq m site. Building
Site 96, Sandyford Industrial contractors, Christopher
Estate, Dublin 18 for Vending Bennett & Son Ltd will carry
16 BSNews, September/October 1992
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1,497.54 sq m will be situated
on a 2.34 acre site.
TIPPERARY:
Jobst Ireland Ltd will create
260 jobs in Thurles as a result
of a £7 million investment
programme which it is
undertaking with the support of
the IDA. The company which
already employs seventy people
in Thurles will re-locate to a
new 4,800 sq m premises at
Archerstown Industrial Estate
in Thurles and will be fully
operational in 1994. Planning
pennission is to be sought of
Tipperary (North Riding) County
Council for the construction of
the new facility. The building
will comprise a single-storey
production area built in a steel
frame with exterior cladding
two-storey building to the
ft Construction work,
costing £2 million, will start in
November and will be completed
in July 1993.
WATERFORD:
Leather producers MichelI
Leather, have been granted
planning permission by An Bord
Pleanala for the erection of a £4
million "wet-blue" leather
operation at KiIlowen, Co
Waterford. The plans will
involve the erection of a single-
storey 4,080 sq m factory
containing offices measuring
400 sq m and fifty new jobs will
be created once production
starts in the Summer of 1993. A
building contractor is due to be
appointed in September.
Construction work, costing £2.5
miIlion, will start in September
and will be completed by late
April 1993. Recruitment will
commence by the end of the
year. The basic factory will
include a mezzanine floor for
production and will be built in a
steel frame.
The plant will produce "wet
blue" leather which is the
process by which hides are
transfonned from an organic
material into a stable product
which can then be processed
into a finished or semi-finished
leather. Products from the Irish
plant will complement Michell
Leather's world wide sales of
Australian "wet blue". The
proposed Waterford plant will
incorporate computerised
process control and monitoring
equipment. Michell is a leading
producer of "wet blue" leather
and the KiIlowen will fonn an
important part of their growth
in the world markets.
Builders John Sisk &: Son Ltd
are currently constructing an
office extension to the premises
of Stafford Millar Irl Ltd at
Youghal Road, Dungarvan, Co
Waterford.
The company manufacturers
denture cleaning products,
toothpaste and denture
adhesives. The single-storey
office extension will measure
211 sq m. Work started in May
and will be completed by the
end of the year.
WICKLOW:
AT&: T Network Systems
Ireland is undertaking a major
expansion of its research and
development and
manufactUring operations at
I
Corke Abbey, Bray, Co Wicklow.
A planning application will be
lodged shortly under the name
of Microwave Radio Ltd for
planning permission to erect
approximately 1,590 sq m of the
additional single-storey
production area with associated
stores, offices and carkpark
space at Corke Abbey Avenue.
AT&: T began operation in the
Bray factory in 1985 following
an agreement with the IDA an
has successfully completed the
development of a new Multiple
Access Radio (MAR) system. The
company is investing £2.3
million, with Government
support, in expanding its
manufactUring operation to
build the MAR produce. In
addition the company will
expand its research and
development centre. A total of
120 new jobs will be created in
Bray by 1995 and already 65
staff have been recruited .
AT&: T also have a
manufactUring facility at
Bunbeg, Co Donegal.
WOODSIDE ENG LTD. / CABLEPLAN LTD.
Air Conditioning, Ventilation Contractors and Equipment Suppliers
Grand Canal Harbour, Dublin 8. Tel: 540152. Fax: 537853
have been appointed sole agents for:-
• 8.S.8. - Fire Smoke Dampers.
• Royair - Grilles and Diffusers.
• Krantz - Air Distribution Systems.
• Powerplan - Access Floor 8oxes.
• Powerplan - Voice, Data and Power Distribution Systems.
• Switchplan - Automated Lighting Systems.
• Steelden - Floor Systems
The launching will be held at the Goat Grill, Goatstown
on October 22nd. 12 am to 9 pm.
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Employers Advice Line
DllvId Gennon ha over 20 yeIIrs
expflf"lllnce In dealing with employell
reIIIt/ons
""",.,.".
T1JoIIe
yeIIrs of
experlence
...
IIIIIIHId In
the
FedelBted
Union of
Employers
(9 yeIIrs );
Cletys(2
~);end
SwItzw Group (11 yeIIrs). He Is now
opereI/lJfl. IIIJ Independent personnel
t:OII8UItMt In 1111_ ofbus/"..., He la
also. NI'II1Jfl member of the Employment
AppeIIIa Tribunal.
Maternity
Leave
The Maternity Protection of Employees
Act, 1981 provides the legal
entitlement to both maternity leave and
time off for ante-natal and post-natal
medical checks. While copperfastening
the employee's right to return to work,
the Act also lays down strict rules in
relation to the notice the employee
must give to her employer so that she
can secure her entitlements, and in
particular, her right to return to work.
The Act applies to:
(1) Female employees who are in
insurable employment, Le. who earn a
minimum of £25 per week, from day
one of that insurable employment;
(2) Female regular part-time
employees, Le. who are normally
expected to work a minimum of 8
hours per week and who have 13
weeks continuous service;
(3) Female employees engaged on
fixed term contracts of less than 26
weeks, on contracts of which there is
less than 26 weeks remaining are not
covered by the Act.
Duration Of Maternity Leave
The minimum period of maternity leave
is 14 weeks. The employee may
choose when to commence maternity
leave provided the commencement
date is not later than 4 weeks before
the end of the expected week of
delivery and the end date is not earlier
than 4 weeks after the end of the
expected week of confinement. In the
event of a late confinement and there
being less than 4 weeks remaining
before the end of the minimum period
of maternity leave, then maternity
leave shall be extended by such
number of consecutive weeks, subject
to a maximum of 4 weeks, so that
there is a minimum of 4 weeks
between the confinement and the end
of maternity leave. Any leave over the
minimum period of 14 weeks arising in
circumstances as described above is
called extended maternity leave.
The Act also provides for up to 4
weeks additional maternity leave. This
is separate from, and should not be
confused with, extended maternity
leave.
Subject to the eligilibity conditions of
the Social Welfare regulations,
maternity benefit is payable during
maternity leave and extended
maternity leave. Maternity benefit,
however, is not payable in respect of
additional maternity leave.
Preservation Of Rights
While an employee is on maternity
leave or additional maternity leave, all
statutory and contractual rights remain
in force, with the exception of the right
to pay which stands suspended. There
is also provision for the voiding of any
termination or proposed termination of
employment or disciplinary suspension
of employment while the employee is
on maternity or additional maternity
leave. Additionally, the Act suspends
periods of probation, training or
apprenticeship and provides for their
completion on return to work after
maternity or additional maternity leave.
Both maternity leave and additional
maternity leave must be treated as
separate from any other leave,
including sick leave or annual leave, to
which the employee is entitled.
Throughout a period of maternity leave
an employee is deemed to have been
in the employment of her employer;
thus the period is considered
continuous and is, therefore,
reckonable for the purposes of
statutory redundancy calculations.
Additional maternity leave; however, is
treated somewhat differently insofar as
before the additional maternity leave is
regarded as continuous with the
employment after the leave, however,
the period of the additional maternity
leave is considered reckonable for the
purposes of statutory redundancy
calculations.
Ante-Natal And Post-Natal Care
An employee is entitled to time off for
the purpose of receiving ante-natal
and/or post-natal care. As with
maternity leave, these absences are
treated as if she had not been absent
and do not affect any statutory or
contractual rights.
Notice Of Intention To Take
Maternity Leave
Adherence to the notification
procedures set out in the Act is
important. The Employment Appeals
Tribunal has decided in a number of
cases that there was no legal right to
maternity leave where the procedures
had not been adhered to.
An employee who intends taking
maternity leave must notify her
employer in writing of her intention as
soon as reasonably practicable but not
later than 4 weeks before the
commencement of maternity leave. At
the time of notification she must give to
her employer or produce for his
inspection a medical or other
appropriate certificate confirming the
pregnancy and specifying the expected
week of confinement.
Where an extension of maternity leave
arises, notification in writing should be
given to the employer as soon as
practicable after the date of
confinement, specifying the duration of
the extension.
Where an employee intends to take
additional maternity leave she is
required to notify her employer in
writing at least 4 weeks before the
expected date of her return to work
after maternity leave. The intention to
take additional maternity leave may be
revoked by a further notification in
writing at least 4 weeks before the
expected date of her return to work
after maternity leave.
If an employee fails to give written
notification of her intention to return to
work at least 4 weeks before her due
date for return, then she has lost her
legal right to return to work.
The Right To Return To Work
Provided the notification procedures
have been observed, there is a general
right for employees who have taken
maternity leave to return to work in the
same job held before commencing
maternity leave. If the same job is not
available then the employer must
provide suitable alternative work on
terms and conditions which are not
SUbstantially less favourable than
those of her contract of employment
prior to the taking of maternity leave.
Disputes
Disputes regarding maternity leave or
the right to return to work may be
referred to a Rights Commissioner for
recommendation or the Employment
Appeals Tribunal for determination.
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vies and intrastat
While there is undoubtedly a great deal of anxiety and
apprehension on the part of manufacturers, distributors and
agents concerning the VAT and regulatory changes which will
come into force on 1 January 1993 upon completion of the Single
Market, the truth of the matter is that the industry has nothing to
fear.
Indeed, bona fide traders should welcome the new control
mechanisms as they will make it much harder for the "black
economy" operators to go undetected.
Legitimate
Traders
Should
Welcome
Changes
The immediate
savings lie in
not having to
finance VAT at
point of entry.
The feared buzzwords of themoment are VIES
and INTRASTA1. Both
concern new control
measures aimed at filling
the gap in revenue security
and the provision and
collation of statistical
information presently
provided by the Single
Administrative Document
(SAD).
There are many
misconceptions about the
new control mechanisms
and it's important to dispel
these before going any
further. Rather than debate
them in any great depth,
perhaps the following
points will clarify the
situation.
(1) There is no shift in the
legal responsibility for
making the required return
correctly and on time. The
final obligation has always
rested with the trader and
that remains so, even if
virtually all have hitherto
(and may continue to) sub-
contract that work to the
carrier of the goods in
question;
(2) It will still be possible
for a trader to appoint
agents to make VIES or
detailed INTRASTAT
returns on his behalf
though, for reasons which
will become clearer later,
one single agent must be
norrunated for VIES. Also,
if such a route is chosen, the
trader must notify the
Revenue in writing of
whom they have appointed;
(3) VIES and INTRASTAT
will not necessarily involve
additional cost to the trader.
In fact, there should be
some savings but, in
practice, it will very
probably work out more or
less the same.
The immediate savings lie
in not having to finance
VAT at point of entry.
Secondly, there is the
question of carriage costs.
Presently, the goods carrier
- in addition to the
physical movement of the
goods - also provides an
extensive support service in
respect of all the filing
requirements associated
with SAD and VAT.
It is often said that this part
of the service accounts for
at least half of the total
charges billed by carriers.
If, post January 1993,
importers decide to make
these mandatory returns
themselves, then there
should be an automatic
substantial reduction in
their present carriage costs.
However, a cost aralysis
exercise on the merits of
continuing to get the carrier
to do all the necessary
paperwork (provided of
course he has the necessary
computerised facilities to
meet the new requirements)
and taking it "in-house"
will probably - in the vast
majority of cases - prove
that it would be more cost-
effective to continue to buy
in the service.
Setting up an "in-house"
system of completing all the
requirements of VIES and
INTRASTAT from scratch
would require substantial
investment in computerised
facilities, support software
packages and of course the
personnel capable of
operating it.
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vies and intrastat
(4) Tariff Codes- imports from, as well as Smaller exporters whose distributed to VAT traders.
Contrary to what is widely exports to, other Member total annual exports are Certain details will be pre-
believed, the various Tariff States. under a certain value (figure printed. A separate form
Codes associated with to be announced) may apply will be used to enable
different industry ectors to make one return each traders to make corrections
have not been greatly VIES Returns year. Where an exporter has to previous returns.
expanded. They remain From 1January 1993, all no exports to other Member The returns must be
unchanged, save for the exporters to other Member States, in a particular forwarded to Revenue to
occasional minor additions States will be required to period, a NIL return should arrive by the end of the
and/or alterations supply a periodic VIES be submitted for that period month following the end of
introduced at irregular return to Revenue The VIES return involves the relevant period.
intervals, as has been the containing the following only bulk turnover The precise format of the
standard practice for many information: information. Exporters will official returns will be
years now. -his own VAT not be required to proved settled later but a draft of
(5) The newly-proposed registration number; details of particular the forms, which will serve
mechanisms will apply only - the VAT regi tration transactions. to illustrate the kind of
to intra-EC trade. The information which will be
present arrangements,
Information collected by each needed is show in Figure Aincluding the normal export (page 41).
entry procedure, will member State from VIES returns
continue to apply to 3rd-
will be made available to the tax
country trade from I INTRASTAT Returns
January, 1993. authorities of other Member The I TRASTAT system
But let's return to VIES and States, solely for the purpose of will involve two separate
INTRASTAT. Just what
controlling the taxation of goods systems of returns.precisely do their stand for? Firstly, all traders registered
Taking VIES first, this is an acquired in other Member for VAT who engage in
EC Council system of States, and in order to combat import or export trade with
administrative cooperation other EC countries will
known as the VAT evasion of VAT. have to complete two
Information Exchange additional boxes on their
System (hence VIES), ordinary VAT 3 return
established specifically to number of each of his Information collected by showing the total value T
prevent and deter the abuse customers in other Member each member State from their imports from - and
of VAT zero-rating States to whom he exported VIES returns will be made exports to - other Member
provisions for goods traded goods during the period; available to the tax States in the relevant
in the EC after January
- the total aggregate ale authorities of other Member period.
1993. to each such customer for States, solely for the A single value figure for
INTRASTAT, on the other the period. purpose of controlling the imports and a single figure
hand, is designed to ensure Returns will be required in taxation of goods acquired for exports only will be
that statistics on EC internal respect of each calendar in other Member State, and required; no breakdown of
trade can continue to be quarter, commencing with in order to combat evasion trade with different Member
collected and collated in a the quarter ending on 31 of VAT. States or of the type of trade
manner comparable to the March, 1993. However, Blank VIES returns will be will be needed on the the
present system. where a trader finds it more issued by Revenue to VAT 3 form to meet
Returns required for VIES convenient to furnish traders known to export INTRASTAT requirements.
relate only to exports to monthly returns, he can do who are registered for VAT, For the majority of traders,
other EC countries while so subject to prior approval in the same way as VAT 3 this should be the only
INTRASTAT cover from Revenue returns are currently obligation arising under
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detailed INTRASTAT
returns (a single agent for
VIES) on hi behalf.
However, the legal
responsibility for making
the returns correctly and on
time will remain with the
trader himself.
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media other than paper are
being finalised, Copies of
the technical specifications
are available to software
houses and companies who
wish to develop the new
message. Copies may be
obtained by telephoning 01-
6792777; Extn:: 2185.
Agent
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to make the V ES or
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Figure A
serve to illustrate the kind
of information which will
appear in return ,
Both VIES and
INTRASTAT returns will
be accepted in the following
formats - ED/: di kette;
magnetic tape; paper, either
on the official form or on
plain paper in a prescribed
format.
Specifications for returns on
I TRASTAT.
Traders whose total imports
from other Member States
exceeds £ I00.000 in value
••nnually, or whose total
exports to other Member
States exceeds £500.000
annually will, in addition to
the requirement already
entioned, have to provide
a more detailed statistical
return of their trade each
onth. One monthly return
for imports will be needed
where a trader exceeds the
import threshold and a
eparate return for exports
will be required where the
export threshold is
exceeded.
Blank INTRASTAT returns
will be is ued each month
by Revenue to traders
whose import and/or export
business is known to exceed
the relevant threshold.
The time limit for
submission of detailed
monthly INTRASTAT
returns to Revenue, as laid
down in EC rules, is
between the fifth and the
tenth working day
following the end of the
month to which the return
relates.
As stated, detailed
INTRASTAT returns are
required monthly. Any
trader who would prefer to
make more frequent returns
can seek prior agreement to
this from Revenue.
Figure B (page 42) is a
copy of the monthly return
form which it is planned to
use in Ireland. It is possible
that this version of the form
may e changed but it does
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York®ACR
YORK INTERNATIONAL LTD
A GE OF AIR & WATER CHILLERS.
AWHP Energypak
Reciprocating air cooled
chiller. Heat recovery chiller.
Air to water heat pump.
Cooling capacity 70 to 270
kW. Heat recovery capacity
100 to 320kW. Heat pump
capacity 75 to 230 kW.
YCLA super compact
hermetic air cooled chiller.
Cooling capacity 37 to 100 kW.
Turbopak open drive or semi
hermetic water cooled
centrifugal chiller. Available
with heat recovery. Cooling
capacity 320 kW to 2250 kW.
YCWA air cooled
reciprocating chiller. Available
with heat recovery. Cooling
capacity 250 to 1475 kW.
LCB hermetic water cooled
chiller. Cooling capacity
85 to 115 kW.
LCHILCHH water cooled
reciprocating chiller. Available
with heat recovery.
Cooling capacity 190 to 750
kW.
ASS Environmental Control now represent York International in
Ireland with their full range of air and water cooled chillers.
Full local aftersales service is now available in Ireland by York.
Environmental Control Ltd.
ASEA BROWN BOVERI Tallaght Business Park.
Dubin 24.
Telephone: 522622. Fax: 599939
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York International, a World leader in the manufacture of air-conditioning
and refrigeration equipment, have opened a sales and service
company based in Dublin.
York seek established unitary equipment Dealer Contractors to
promote sales and install one of the most comprehensive ranges of
packaged air conditioning currently available in Europe. The areas to
be developed are in Dublin, Waterford, Cork and Galway.
York International feel this is one of the most exciting business
opportunities within the industry in Ireland to emerge for many years. If
your organisation possesses the quality and standing to work towards
the successful development and growth of the business in Ireland,
please submit in writing your company's resume to:
Jim Moore
Sales Manager (Ireland)
York ACR) Limited
Ballymount Cross
Dublin 22.
Fax: 01-569425.
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The typical sanction for non-
compliance with VIES will be a
penalty of £1200 for each
offence, with the possibility of
more serious penalties under
Section 94 of the Finance Act,
1983. A similar substantial
monetary penalty is also
envisaged for failure to observe
INTRASTAT requirements.
Figure B
behalf, Revenue will then
make arrangements to have
the return form sent directly
to the agent. Traders should
also ad"ise Revenue in
writing if they intend to
change agents or if they
cease to employ a particular
agent.
Agents must also notify
Revenue in writing of the
traders for whom they are
acting. They should also
advise Revenue in writing
where they cease to act for a
trader.
Reminders in cases where
the returns have not been
submitted on time will be
sent directly to the trader,
irrespective of whether he
employs an agent.
The VIES and
INTRASTAT arrangements
are important measures
from both the Government
and trade perspectives.
VIES will make a vital
contribution to the security
of VAT revenue and help to
protect legitmate traders
from unfair competition
while the continued
availability of statistics of
EC trade in the internal
market is of official as well
as bu iness benefit.
Against this background,
Revenue is confident that
business generally will co-
operate fully in complying
with the new requirements.
However there are penalties
for non-compliance, either
in the form of failure to
make returns or inaccurate
or incomplete returns.
The typical sanction for
non-compliance with VIES
will be a penalty of £1200
for each offence, with the
possibility of more se
penalties under Section 94
of the Finance Act, 1983. A
similar substantial monetary
penalty is also envisaged for
failure to observe
INTRASTAT requirements.
As part of its general tax
controls, Revenue is
planning programmes of
visits to traders after 1992,
which will include checks
of records and record
systems to ensure
compliance with VIES and
INTRASTAT.
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CHANGING THE FACE OF
RANDOM ORBITAL SANDING
EG have taken random orbital
techniques a major step forward with
the TXE 150 - the ergonomic sander
polisher with precise electronic speed
control for ultra fine finish - the
unique design giving even distribution
of feed force over the working surface.
The secret's in the 400 watt motor and
the eccentric orbital rotation of 7mrn
with variable oscillations between
8,000 - 11,000 rpm that adjust to
the correct speed for f"Lnishing
wood, metal or plastics material
however delicate the surface.
Waste build up and dust hazards are
eliminated through the combination of
a perforated 150mm sanding disc and
integrated turbine system with the
option of external suction.
Velcro-backed sanding sheets are
changed in seconds or can be replaced
with a resilient polishing pad and
lambswool bonnet. So now there's no
longer any need to take the rough
when you can enjoy the smooth,
effortless, precision and performance
of the TXE 150. Just what you've
come to expect from AEG.
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AEG
ELECTRIC POWER TOOLS
A BRAND OF ATLAS COPCO
POWER TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
..........•.......................•.........................................................................................•......
For full product infonnation and details of your nearest AEG electric tools stockist. please complete the coupon and send to
Atlas Copco Power Tools and Equipment, Swallowdale Lane, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 7HA. Tel (0442) 61202 Fax (0442) 240596
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Dwyer Manometers, Magnehelic Gauges,
Pressure, Level, Flow Switches and Meters
MANOTHERM LTD - The one stop shop for industrial instruments
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